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NEW COLLECTIONS



A cabinet with a bold and balanced design featuring 
rectangular panels with unique dimensions and finishes, 
complemented by stainless steel for a striking contrast 
against the natural wood. Available in French oak or 
walnut. An intriguing play with shapes and materials, 
the cabinet’s bold composition of contrasting textures 
evokes a sense of tactile fascination, drawing the eye to 
explore its captivating exterior and the inner sanctum of 
crafted compartments and spacious shelving.

Finish shown in photograph: oak grey pepper brushed, 
stainless steel handles

ABQJI • CABINET
Design: Xavier Dohr



A dining table with an elegantly contoured tabletop 
that narrows as it reaches the edge. Available in French 
oak or walnut, and with a round, semi-oval or triangular 
tabletop. Inspired by the timeless strength and beauty 
of the blacksmith’s anvil, its unique and powerful shape 
embodies the spirit of dedication that goes into the 
creation of any masterpiece.

Finish shown in photograph: oak grey pepper brushed

ANVIL • DINING TABLE
Design: Pieter Maes



A set of three side tables, each with their own 
dimensions, featuring a delicate flat tabletop with an 
underside that slopes inward towards the centre of 
its solid oval base. Available in French oak, walnut or 
high-gloss ’Indian Yellow’. Drawing inspiration from 
centuries of evolution and use, the side tables serve as 
a tribute to the enduring strength and durability of the 
blacksmith’s anvil, elegantly balancing form and function 
in a metaphorical representation of this timeless tool. 
Available separately or as a set of three.

Finish shown in photograph: high-gloss Indian Yellow, 
oak grey pepper brushed

ANVIL • SIDE TABLES
Design: Pieter Maes



Cerro, a dining chair with an upholstered seat, elevated 
by a pleated backrest that provides both comfort and 
style. Available with French oak or walnut legs, and your 
preferred upholstery covering from our line of fabrics 
and leathers. With timeless elegance infused into its 
design, the piece features classic curves and shapes that 
provide unparalleled comfort.

Finish in photograph: oak nude, leather: Divina 702

Colina, a dining chair with an upholstered seat, a high 
backrest and padded armrests for supreme support 
and comfort. Available with French oak or walnut legs, 
and your preferred upholstery covering from our line 
of fabrics and leathers. Devoid of straight lines, the 
piece’s organically curved silhouette lends an elegant 
and timeless quality and effortlessly blends into its 
surroundings.

Finish in photograph: oak nude, fabric: Blend misty grey

CERRO + COLINA • CHAIR
Design: Van Rossum Design



A low-slung lounge chair and sofa, featuring a wide and 
thick cushioned seat and delicately curved backrest 
that together provide ample support. Their wooden 
structure with gently curved partitions bears reference 
to a fortified structure. Available in French oak, and with 
your preferred covering from our collection of fabrics 
and leathers. Exuding a sense of laidback comfort 
and security, the pieces’ voluptuous lines appear 
destructured, natural and shaped by impulse.

Finish shown in photograph: oak grey pepper brushed, 
fabric: Loom Indian Yellow

FORT • LOUNGE CHAIR + SOFA 
Design: Sebastian Herkner



A solid coffee table featuring a delicately crafted 
tabletop with a semi-oval base, supported by a striking 
base of asymmetrical crescent legs that interlock in 
a bold yet graceful design. Available in French oak or 
walnut. A piece that exudes an air of weighty elegance, 
captivating attention with its substantial form and 
refined aesthetics.

Finish shown in photograph: oak nude

GOT • COFFEE TABLE
Design: Andrea Tognon



A sleek wooden console with two splayed tapered 
crescent legs and crowned with a single shelf with a 
rounded underside. Available in French oak, walnut 
or high-gloss ’Indian Yellow’. A piece that possesses 
the paradoxical quality of being both ethereal and 
commanding, with a deceptively uncomplicated and 
sleek design that creates a powerful presence in any 
space.

Finish shown in photograph: high-gloss Indian Yellow

GOT • CONSOLE
Design: Andrea Tognon



A robust wooden dining table with two tabletops, each 
with a rounded underside, resting effortlessly atop two 
splayed tapered crescent legs. Available in French oak 
or walnut. An interplay of lightness and strength; a piece 
that appears to defy gravity.

Finish shown in photograph: oak grey pepper brushed

GOT • DINING TABLE THREE
Design: Andrea Tognon



An alluring side table featuring a rounded octagonal 
tabletop that is suspended between two crescent-
shaped legs. Available with French oak legs and a 
French oak, Rainforst Gold marble, Carrara marble or 
Belgian blue limestone tabletop. With its captivating 
interplay of contrasts, the piece evokes a sense of 
harmony and tension in equal measure.

Finish shown in photograph: oak grey pepper brushed, 
Rainforst Gold marble

JAK • SIDE TABLE
Design: Christophe Delcourt



A sculptural bibliothèque with protruding shelves 
supported by a robust frame with a spine-like structure. 
Available in French oak or aluminium, with softly curved 
organically-shaped shelves in French oak, and in a 
variety of configurations. With its softly rounded edges, 
the piece is masterfully carved to appear as though its 
sharp edges have been weathered over time, gently 
worn by the elements to display a graceful softness.

Finish shown in photograph: oak grey pepper brushed

PATINE • BIBLIOTHÈQUE
Design: Pieter Maes



A low-lying lounge chair with a wooden frame and soft, 
rounded upholstered cushions. Available in French oak, 
and with your preferred covering from our collection of 
fabrics and leathers. The wooden structure, carved to 
resemble a scoop, cradles the plush pillows to elevate 
them from the ground, exuding a sense of heightened 
comfort. 

Finish shown in photograph: oak grey pepper brushed, 
leather: Velvet 506

TENERE • LOUNGE CHAIR
Design: Pieter Maes



A generous three-seat sofa with a wooden frame and 
pillowy, organically shaped upholstered cushions. 
Available in French oak, and with your preferred covering 
from our collection of fabrics and leathers. The low-
slung wooden structure, crafted in the shape of a scoop, 
cradles the cushions, gently lifting them to offer a sense 
of weightlessness.

Finish shown in photograph: oak grey pepper brushed, 
leather: Divina 705

TENERE • SOFA
Design: Pieter Maes
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